technique is used to study the critical behavior of spin models in which each interaction has a small independent random width about its average value. The cluster approximation of Niemeyer and 
After Eq. (6) in the vicinity of the fixed point of the homogeneous system. It is clear that P({j)) =II 6(j" -J"*), where J"*is the fixed-point value of J"for the homogeneous system, is a fixed point of Eq. (6). We now ask whether this fixed point is stable with respect to a small width in P({j)). 
In terms of moments Eq. (6) is (8) where g= y"({j))ys({J)). . . cp~({J)), and 5j"=j"-(j"). We now use the cluster approximation suggested by NL to treat Eq. (9). The additional complication introduced by randomness is that in general all (5J 5J&)'s will be generated by repeated use of Eq. (9). This, of course, would also happen for J if the infinite lattice were used. In the spirit of the cluster approximation we will only allow (5J"6J&)to be nonzero when o. and P are sufficiently near to one another. As NL have shown, J becomes rapidly less important as either the separation between sites in n or the number of sites in e becomes large. It is hard to see why (5J"5J&)should be long ranged if J " itself is not.
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.199 compared to the exact result' ) =0.183.
For the three-cell approximation we retain only correlations (6J"'5J"') which involve overlapping clusters. We therefore consider the variables x, -x, above and also x, = (5J»5J~~), x, We find that, in addition to the quadratic potential r and the quartic potential u, only the zerowave-number part of the variance, 6, of the quadratic potential is relevant. The recursion relations for r, u, and a are similar to the recursion relations for a spin model with cubic symmetry' with 6 playing the role of the hypercubic potential. As in that model, the recursion rela- 
